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Chapter 1  

ETRS's first moments of consciousness revealed that he was in the pilot 
seat of a small airplane.  He heard the dull drowning of the plane's engine 
and the whir of the propeller.  The pulsing vibrations that he felt in his 
seat were interrupted occasional by irregular jostles and jerks as the plane 
sailed though slight turbulence in a generally calm sky.  
 
He rubbed his eyes and slowly focused on the view beyond the propeller in 
front of him.  Ahead of him resting on the horizon was a cool white glow 
that looked like the brief moment prior to a sunrise behind a morning mist.  
To the right and left of the glow ranged spectrums of all of the colors of 
the rainbow.  The light pastel tints on the right shifted to a bold green 
that beamed from the eastern horizon.  The transition continued to a deep 
purple and then dissolved into a black void directly behind the plane. 
   
The color evolution on the left side moved through yellows and then reds.  
As he peered over his left shoulder, he observed that the shift continued 
through oranges, autumn tans, and brown hues.  These colors merged into 
the same black emptiness that he had seen when he followed the 
progression to the right.  The clear sky above him was deep blue with many 
twinkling stars. 
 
Etrs looked below and saw a dense sea of clouds.  The top of the clouds was 
white and gray.   The rolling waves of clouds extended to the horizons in all 
directions.  There were no breaks in the surface below and there was no 
way to see what existed below the clouds. 
  
Etrs' vision continued to clear and he began to focus on the inside of the 
cockpit.  Inspection of his immediate surroundings revealed a wheel and 
yoke that rested between his legs.  There were numerous dials, gauges, and 
buttons on the dash in front of him and above his head.  To his right was a 
brown keyboard with a single line display.  To his left was a gray keyboard 
with a 12" by 12" blue screen.  Above his head was a small round speaker.  
Attached to the speaker by a cord was a hand microphone.  Below his seat 
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was of brown package with several attached white straps.   
 
Etrs raised is his head and once again peered out the front of the cockpit.  
His attention was drawn to a small black object moving from the far right 
approximately 1,000 yards ahead of him.  It looked like a fat line with a 
hump on the right end.  As the object neared the center of his line of 
sight, it flipped onto its side and became a cross and then evolved into a 
vertical line with no hump.  As it leveled off, Etrs realized that this was 
another plane that was now heading directly towards him.  There were 
several bursts of light near the end of each wing on the approaching craft 
and small explosions could be heard as trace bullets flashed by Etrs' 
cockpit. 
 
Suddenly ETRS was thrown to the left as his plane banked and climbed to 
the right.  His engine whined as it was pushed to full throttle.  Instantly 
another plane appeared and pulled ahead of Etrs from directly below him.  
This craft was now directly between Etrs and the black attacker.  Loud 
explosions could be heard as Etrs' defender returned fire.  Etrs was 
pushed into the back of his set as his plane began a steep climb.  He 
watched the attacker disappear below him.  The defender dove and flipped 
in a simultaneous move and in a moment he had reversed his direction and 
was pursuing the black plane.  The loud bursts of gunfire continued as the 
two crafts disappeared behind Etrs.   
 
The sound of gunfire became muffled as a safe distance began to separate 
Etrs from pending danger.  After a short rise, the left wing of Etrs' plane 
dropped slightly and the craft began a gentle turn to the left.  The wing 
rose to level and once again ETRS was heading toward the cool white light.   
What had happened?   Who was the attacker?  Who was his defender?  
Who was in control of his plane?   
 
Etrs looked out the left side of his canopy and saw a third plane flying close 
behind him.  After a short time his defender reappeared on his right side 
and the three were once again flying in a tight formation.  
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The plane on the right was larger and was painted a tan color.  A wide brown 
stripe began just behind the blur of the single propeller on the front of the 
plane.  This band continued back on either side of the canopy that covered 
the cockpit.  It then widened and covered the three surfaces of the tail 
section.   The thick wings spread to each side and two gun muzzles could 
now be seen on each of the wings.   On top of each wing was a black area.  
The left wing and the right side of the tail had deep scratches that 
appeared to be damage from prior battles. 
 
The plane on the left was sleek thin and beautiful.  It was a bright red 
color with light gold trim along the front edges of the wings and the tail.  
Below each wing was a red cylinder.  These were extra fuel cells.  In the 
middle of each wing was a single gun muzzle, and this plane also had black 
areas on top of each wing.   
 
The glow of the white light reflected off the golden canopies that covered 
each plane's cockpit.  Etrs felt a sense of comfort just knowing that he was 
near these two planes.      
 
On the sides of each plane were large panels.  Patterns of lights flashed 
across these panels, and Etrs soon realized that theses were signals.  There 
were many flashes that crossed the screens on each plane. "E-T-R-S" and 
"I--L-O-V-E--Y-O-U" were patterns that appeared often.  Over time Etrs 
began to recognize these patterns as words.    
 
Etrs noticed that the keys on the brown keyboard to his right matched the 
characters that were being flashed on the panels of the other planes.  Etrs 
touched a key and "K" appeared on the single line display above the 
keyboard.  Immediately excitement flashed on the panels of his 
companions.   He then typed another key and "F" appeared on his screen.  
Once again many flashes of excitement were the response he received.  At 
first he thought this was a game so he continued to press various keys.  His 
curiosity peaked when he saw the similar letters appearing on the planes to 
his right and left.  It took some time, but Etrs soon realized that the 
letters he typed appeared not only on the screen above the keyboard but 
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also on the panels on the side of his craft just like the letters appeared on 
his companion's panels.  As time passed he connected letters to words and 
began communicating with his new friends. 
 
Etrs learned that his name was "Etrs".  The plane on his left was named 
"Mag" and the plane on his right was called "Zwie".  He learned how to send 
his own messages to the panels on the sides his plane and he loved to 
communicate with Mag and Zwie.  Great flashes of encouragement came 
from his companions each time he communicated a new word or sent a new 
full sentence. 
 
Etrs soon realized that his plane was flying level and smoothly because it 
was being controlled remotely by Mag and Zwie.  The messages from these 
planes began to instruct him how to fly his own plane. The plane to his right 
taught him to control the rudder and the flaps.  The plane to the left 
introduced him to the throttle.  They both guided him as he learned how to 
use the flaps, rudder, and throttle together. 
  
His heart quickened as he began to make the first turn under his own 
control.  Turn the wheel slowly, add a little throttle, and turn back just 
before you reach your new heading.   These are all instruction he 
remembered from Mag and Zwie that he executed with shaky hands.  The 
left wing rose on his command and the view out of his cockpit moved from 
the white light to a lime green.  "Now turn back" is the command he read on 
Mag's panels.  He turned the wheel to the left, the right wing rose, and he 
returned to the original heading.  Once again flashes of pure joy come from 
the planes on either side as they praised Etrs for each new 
accomplishment. 
 
Etrs learned each basic lesson well.  How to turn.  How to climb.  A figure 
eight and a shallow dive.   All seemed well, however he was confused by a 
reoccurring message he receives from his instructors.  “Put on the 
parachute” is flashed to him many times.  He realizes that the small 
package below his seat is the parachute.  “Put on the parachute and attach 
the ripcord to the side of the plane.”  Etrs is confused because he does not 
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understand how this device will help him fly the plane.   What does this 
mean? 
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Chapter 2  

They continued to fly together towards the White when Etrs identified 
five small specs on the horizon.  Within a few moments Etrs realized that 
they were other planes that were coming towards them.  His heart pounded 
as he braced for what he assumed would be another violent attack.  But no 
shots were fired from the approaching crafts or from his defenders.  
Instead the planes fly over Etrs and then circled several times.  Three of 
the planes had fuel cells below their wings similar to Mag.  The other two 
were larger planes that looked more like Zwie.  
 
Soon these greeters were circling all around Etrs and flashing quick 
messages to each other.  Etrs did not understand all the words, but got the 
idea that they were describing the way he looks.  "Bold blue color",  "Nice 
wing span", "Strong propeller", and "Looks a lot like Zwie".  These are some 
of the descriptions that Etrs saw flashed across the panels of the greeting 
planes.  
 
After the inspection the three smaller planes with extra full cells under 
their wings formed a close formation around Mag and the larger planes 
gathered around Zwie.   The communications continued and Etrs felt that 
they were among friends. 
 
They traveled for a short time and soon Etrs realized that they were 
heading for a large gray mass that he begins to see on the horizon.  As they 
approached, he sees little specs and groups of specs flying to and from the 
mass and he discovered that the mass was a large collection of over 5,000 
planes.  Small groups and individual craft were coming and going from the 
group in all directions.  Mag told him that this was their home squadron, 
“Gelpoep”. 
 
As they approached the rest of the squadron, Etrs saw that there were 
many different shapes, sizes and designs to the various planes that flew 
together.   Some had large bodies that looked like they could carry heavy 
loads.  Others were small and fast.   
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Some planes had many antennas and dishes positioned on their wings. These 
crafts would fly above, below, and to each side of the squadron.  They were 
the eyes and ears of the squadron.  Other planes had larger panels, and 
with many lines of messages flashing across them.  Other planes were large 
tankers that had long sticks hanging below their tails.  Frequently, smaller 
planes would fly close behind the tankers.  The sticks would connect to a 
dish behind the cockpit and fuel would be transferred to the smaller plane. 
 
Some planes had large guns on their wings.  Large planes with many guns 
were positioned around the squadron.  They were the protectors.  Other 
smaller planes with guns on their wings, similar to those on Zwie's wings, 
would assemble in groups and fly off in various directions from the 
squadron.  Other planes had no guns.  These planes appeared to have other 
special skills such as trainers, communication specialists, and surveillance. 
 
There were strange looking crafts that Mag called "hovers."  Their 
propellers were much larger than the others were, and they were 
positioned on top of the craft instead of in front.  The hovers seemed to 
move effortlessly in all directions, and could stand still at will.   
 
Zwie now moved in front of the group and lead the way to a small cluster of 
planes on the far side of the Gelpoep.  They all fell into formation and Zwie 
instructed Etrs on how to place the controls of his plane in autopilot.  
Adjustment of a few controls, and all of the planes were flying together in 
formation towards the White.  Etrs soon realized that this was home. 
 
The squadron continued to move in formation toward the White for 
sometime.  Then gradually the sky above began to change from deep blue to 
light blue.  Etrs began to see a bright yellow ball emerging from the eastern 
horizon.  As it rose, its brilliance dominated the sky and all the colors which 
he had become accustom to disappeared as what Mag called the "sun" took 
over the sky.  Etrs had just experienced his first sunrise. 
 
Soon the hovers took positions in strategic positions all around the 
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squadron.  Groups of planes began to circle clockwise around each hover.  
As the planes circled, several of the large tankers flipped open extra black 
fins that were tilted towards the sun.   
 
As the day progressed, Etrs watched a large indicator on his dashboard.  
On the far left was a red "0%" and on the far right was a green "100%".  
The marker above the numbers slowly moved toward the far right.  Mag 
told him that energy was being gathered from the sun through the black 
surfaces that covered each of their wings.  This energy was the fuel 
required to keep their propellers turning. 
 
As the day progressed, there was much activity in the squadron.   Planes 
would come and go.  Hovers would display many messages to those that 
circled around them and all planes would absorb energy from the sun.  The 
sun moved high over the squadron and soon began to settle towards the 
west.  Once again the spectrum of colors appeared as the sun slipped below 
the western horizon.  The whole squadron once again began to move again 
towards the White.   
 
This became a regular pattern that Etrs soon learned to call "day" and 
"night."  During the day the squadron would refuel and conduct various 
activities.  Various planes would move around numerous hovers.  Some planes 
as groups or individuals would fly away from the squadron and visit other 
squadrons that Etrs could see a short or long distance away.  When night 
approached, they would locate the White on the horizon and all planes in 
the squadron would move towards it together.  
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Chapter 3  

Etrs enjoyed those early days.  He quickly learned the basics of flying and 
reveled in the endless attention he received from Mag and Zwie.  He 
learned how to, dive, climb, and make smooth majestic bank turns.    
 
Zwie introduced Etrs to the many instruments within the cockpit.  He 
learned how to watch the RPM meter, which told him how hard he was 
working his engine.  He began to understand the gauge that showed him 
that he was flying straight and level.  There were many settings to be 
learned for the autopilot and many maintenance tasks that he began to 
understand.  He studied intently the round dial that told him how high 
above the cloud layer he was flying and the Net amazed him. 
 
The Net was the combination of the gray keyboard and the blue screen on 
the left side of his cockpit.  Zwie told Etrs that the Net was his connection 
to a huge library of knowledge and was a method of communicating with 
distant pilots who could not see the panels on the sides of each other's 
planes.  The Net was also the connection that allowed Mag and Zwie to 
connect to the controls of Etrs' plane when Etrs was not able to navigate 
himself. 
 
The keys on the keyboard included all the keys on the keyboard connected 
to the side panels plus many additional keys.   Etrs typed "Hi Mag" on the 
Net keyboard and these letters appeared on the blue screen.  He pressed 
the key marked "Send", and within a few moments "Hi Etrs" appeared on 
the following line.  Mag was on the far side of the squadron meeting with 
friends.  Etrs and Mag exchanged several messages and Mag concluded by 
reminding him that she would see him before sunset. 
 
Zwie and Etrs played many games together.  One of his favorite games was 
follow the leader.  At first Zwie made it very easy for Etrs.  They would fly 
a short distance from the squadron so that there was no chance of colliding 
with other craft.  Zwie would pretend to speed away, but somehow Etrs was 
always able to stay close behind.  Zwie would never fly faster than Etrs 
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could safely navigate.  Zwie would turn, bank, dive and climb.  Etrs would 
follow as closely as he could and Zwie was always ready to flash words of 
encouragement as Etrs did his best to keep up. 
 
Etrs soon believed that he was a flying ace, and he would challenge Zwie to 
follow him.  Etrs would fly ahead and Zwie would start by pretending that 
Etrs was too fast for him.  Etrs loved to power dive, so this was how he 
would always start his run.  Zwie scolded him sometimes for not being 
careful enough and for coming to close to the clouds.  But, he always 
complimented him when they finished their race.  "Someday you will not 
catch me" is the message that Etrs would always flash to Zwie.  Zwie would 
laugh and pretend that he was afraid. 
 
Mag would always be waiting for them when they returned from their 
games.  There were many days that Zwie left for a time to perform various 
tasks within the squadron.  But, Mag seemed to be with him at all times.  
She never let him drift too far from her, and he felt great comfort 
knowing that she was there for him. 
 
Mag would teach him many things about daily life.  She would make sure 
that his power grids were always pointed towards the sun during the day.   
She always wanted to make sure that his power cells were fully charged 
before they began their nightly trek.  Mag was a communication specialist.  
She taught him how to greet other planes and the proper syntax for 
sending messages to his display panels and over the Net.   
 
Each day he cherished a special exchange that would occur between the 
three of them.  Etrs would begin the ritual by pulling up between Mag and 
Zwie.  They would then move close to each of his sides.  Etrs would begin by 
flashing "I love you" on the panel towards Mag.   Mag would respond with "I 
love you too."  Etrs would then flash "I love you three" to Zwie and he would 
respond "I love you four."   
 
Etrs would pause for a brief moment and would then flash in bold letters on 
both panels "FOUR WHAT?"  Immediately Mag and Zwie would 
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simultaneously display "FOREVER!"  They would then cuddle so close that 
they would almost touch wings and Etrs would think that life could never 
get better than this. 
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Chapter 4 

One day Mag approached Etrs and signaled that she had something very 
important to discuss with him.  They drifted over to the far edge of the 
squadron, and Mag began by telling him that she and Zwie were very proud 
of his development.  She was confident that he would be an ace pilot just 
like Zwie.  But it was time that he understood some of the facts of life 
that he would have to confront.   
 
Mag continued by saying, "We believe in following the White.  But it is a 
little more complicated than just moving with the squadron each night.  
Below us are the clouds.  Every plane that has ever existed has experienced 
an event at the end of their days called "Wing Drop".  Their propeller stops 
and they fall into the clouds.  No one has every come up out of the clouds 
once they have fallen into them." 
 
"Where do these planes go?" queried Etrs.  "No one can prove it" continued 
Mag.  "However, we believe that the plane breaks up as it falls through the 
clouds.  The pilot is separated from the plane and he or she falls to one of 
two places.  One is called ‘Water’ and the other is called ‘Land’.” 
 
“Water is described as a terrifying place where pilots continually struggle 
to stay afloat.  Their lungs burn constantly as they gasp for air and try to 
hold their heads above the surface.  They are eternally battered by large 
waves that torment them.  They cry for help, but there is no comfort in 
that place.” 
 
“Land is a beautiful place where pilots live forever free of the confines of 
the cockpit of their planes.  There are cool breezes that comfort them 
daily and there is no need to worry about recharging the fuel cells of their 
crafts.  The Land has gentle streams that bubble from the hillsides and the 
pilots enjoy a new life there forever." 
 
Mag continued by telling Etrs, "The best part about living on Land is that 
this is the home of the Builder.  The Builder is the one who made 
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everything in the world.  He built every plane that flies in the sky and 
created every pilot.  He is the one who positions the White in the evening 
sky and has commanded us to continually follow it.  He is the one who has 
prepared the Land as an eternal resting place for those who choose to 
follow His directions." 
 
"How do you get to the Land?" asked Etrs. "Put your parachute on" 
responds Mag.  "Put your parachute on and connect the ripcord to the side 
of your plane.  The Builder says that when Wing Drop occurs, the parachute 
will safely carry the pilot to Land.  No one has ever talked to anyone who 
has passed through the clouds, however we have seen pilots ejected from 
their planes just before the planes break up and fall into the clouds.  Some 
fall directly into the clouds with the parts and debris from their planes.  
But others separate from their craft and immediately a white bubble 
appears above them.   
 
These pilots appeared to be at peace as this bubble carries them into the 
clouds.  We believe that the bubble is the parachute that the Builder 
designed to safely carry pilots to Land." 
 
"How do you know this?" flashed across the panel on Etrs' plane.  "Open up 
the glove box under your dash board" was the return message from Mag.  
Etrs found the latch to the box and opened the door.  In the glove box was 
a thick black book that had the word "Manual" written on the front cover.  
"The Manual was put in each plane by the Builder.  It describes how He 
desires that we live and tells how the parachute becomes the bubble that 
will carry us to Him" continued Mag.  Mag encouraged Etrs to read his 
Manual.  
 
Mag directed Etrs to various parts of the Manual that told stories about 
other pilots that had lived in earlier days.  How some had followed the 
White and others decided to go in other directions.  There were passages 
that described Land and Water and there were chapters that told of 
battles between the followers of the White and the Livars.  The Livars 
hate the White and wish to move in other directions.   
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The Manual described an amazing system that the Builder has designed to 
track each plane every moment that it is in the sky.  In addition, He has 
designed and installed a special system in each plane that allows all pilots to 
communicate with Him any time they desire.  Two of the components of this 
system are the microphone and the speaker that are above each pilot's 
head.   The Builder can hear every word spoken into the microphone, and 
the Builder can send special messages through the speaker. 
 
The Manual also talks about the parachute and how one was put in each 
plane to bring each pilot to Land.  No one could be forced to put on his or 
her parachute.  Each pilot must make a personal choice. 
 
The sun begins to set in the west and Mag and Etrs return to the squadron.  
Mag continued to challenge Etrs.  "Read the Manual.  Each pilot must make 
his or her own decision.  No one can do it for you.  Put your parachute on.  
No one can prove it as truth.  You must believe."   
 
Etrs was silent as he pondered these thoughts.  They rejoined the squadron 
just as the sun set.  He switched his plane into autopilot and they began to 
move toward the White.  Etrs listened to the speaker above his head, and 
was confused because all he could hear were soft whirs, gurgles, and pulses. 
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Chapter 5 

Days past and Mag and Zwie began to tell Etrs about a place called 
"School".  This was a place where young planes would go to continue to learn 
new lessons.  During the day young planes would leave their small home 
groups and join a cluster of other youths around special hovers.  They would 
circle these hovers with special instructor planes during the day and return 
home in the evening.   
 
"Why must I leave you?" demanded Etrs.  "You are great teachers.  Why 
can't I just stay with you?"  Mag explained that each of us is designed with 
special talents and functions and that the school instructors would help him 
reach his highest potential.  He would enjoy spending time with other youth, 
and Mag and Zwie would always be there for him when he returned in the 
evening. 
 
Etrs remembered the fun times he had with other young planes.  They 
would join together and fly close to home.  They would play follow the 
leader and laugh as they sent silly messages to each other on their side 
panels.  Two of his favorite friends were Dinfre and Maply.  They were both 
part of his home group.   
 
Dinfre was shy and quiet, but he had the greatest sense of humor.  He was 
a whiz when it came to creating new messages for his side panels and was a 
great help to Etrs when he could not remember how to read some of his 
instruments or manage some of his controls.  He was not the greatest flyer, 
however he was great at designing new moves that would trick his pursuers 
during the games. 
 
Maply was not as smart as Dinfre, however he was a great pilot.  He always 
won the flat out races and he could always climb faster, turn sharper, or 
dive quicker than any other young plane.  He even won a race against Zwie 
one day, however Zwie claims he lost only because he was distracted by a 
message he thought was coming from Mag.  Maply could not read or send 
messages as fast as the other youths.  But he was a great protector and 
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friend. 
 
Etrs had great memories of the times that Zwie and Etrs would leave their 
home group with Maply, Dinfre and their instructors and spend a few days 
and nights with other youths and instructors around special hovers on the 
other side of the squadron.  They would play long games and run races 
around obstacle courses.  At dusk there would be funny skits and special 
ceremonies.  They would learn special rhymes that they would flash to each 
other such as: “Mag loves me, Zwie loves me, many pilots love me, and so 
does the Builder.” And, “The Builder loves me this I know because the 
Manual tells me so.”  Etrs would miss being with Mag, but he enjoyed the 
time with Zwie and his friends. 
 
The first day of school arrived before Etrs could create any objection that 
Mag or Zwie would accept.  At dawn, the three of them joined Dinfre, 
Maply, and their instructors for the short trip over to Flyhigh School.  The 
school circled around a large blue hover that had extra large panels on each 
side.  These panels included special areas on which pictures and video clips 
could be displayed.  There were eight groups of planes around the center 
hover.  Each group included one or two instructors, a small hover, and ten to 
fifteen young planes.   
 
They reported to the lead instructor and were directed to their assigned 
classes.  Etrs almost refused to stay when he was informed that Dinfre and 
Maply would not be in his class.  Mag assured him that he would be able to 
be with his friends during free time and during the daily trips to and from 
school.  Zwie reminded him that he was proud of Etrs for being brave and 
that he knew he could face this new challenge.  Etrs agreed to stay, but 
would have never left their side if he knew what other events would unfold 
during his first day at school. 
 
"Single line please" was the message that flashed repeatedly from the 
communication panels of his new teacher.  Etrs' was sad when he lost sight 
of Mag and Zwie as they vanish in the distance.  "Time for general 
assembly" continued the teacher's assistant hover.   Each day all the 
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classes would fly in formation around the main hover.   Etrs' class took 
their position with the other classes and began to circle clockwise around 
the large blue hover.  All were instructed to pay attention to the head 
master of the school.  
 
The head master began by describing the proud history of the Flyhigh 
School.  There were many alumni of this school who had achieved great 
accomplishments.  There were great authors who had published many fine 
works on the Net.  Another was a producer who had entertained many with 
special shows for the big panels.  There was a great designer who created 
art for panel displays.  There were many fine competitors who won awards 
at flying competitions, and there were explorers who flew to new heights.  
The head master was half way through his presentation when the entire 
school was distracted by a rude interruption.  
 
Four black planes approached the school from the south.  They flew in a 
diamond formation.  The front propeller of the rear plane almost touched 
the tail of the lead plane.  The number two plane filled in the gap between 
the left wing tips of the number one and the number four planes, and the 
number three plane flew between their right wing tips.  Etrs had never seen 
planes fly so fast in such a tight formation.   
    
The four planes darted towards the center hover.  As soon as they reached 
the middle point of the assembly they rocketed into a vertical climb while 
maintaining their perfect formation.  After a short climb, the planes curled 
over on their backs in four different directions (north, south, east, and 
west).  They looped over and dove towards the assembled planes below.  
They finished their loops the instant before they would crash into the 
innocent students and then continued towards an almost certain collision 
directly above the center hover.  The instant before certain disaster, they 
simultaneously flipped on to their sides, banked hard left, and began a 
counter clockwise circle above the top of the amazed observers.   
 
The intruders were equally spaced above the assembly and the panels on 
their sides flashed the taunting message "WE'RE NUMBER 1 … WE'RE 
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NUMBER 1 ".  After three revolutions, the four crafts recreated their 
original diamond formation and raced back towards their southern home.  
The entire school was amazed at this aerial display.   
 
They had just witnessed a demonstration of the championship aero team 
from their rival school, Upwing.  This team had won the aero competition 
every year for the past 7 years.  They were good and they wanted to make 
sure that everyone knew it. 
 
The head master tried to regain the attention of the school but soon 
realized that he could not compete with the flurry of comments relating to 
the aero display.  He decided to end the general assembly early.  Each 
instructor began to direct their class back to their assigned area.  "Single 
file.  Let's get moving" were messages repeated several times by the leader 
of their class.   Their class moved away an appropriate distance, and they 
began to circle their assigned hover.   
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Chapter 6 

The instructor of Etrs' group was named Wonkermo.  She was a wise old 
plane that had a reputation as a stern hard driving teacher.  She had spent 
many years as a member of a scout team and was the first plane to warn 
the squadron of the famous Enogib Livar attack.  Her warning allowed the 
squadron to prepare themselves and many lives were saved.  She decided to 
become a teacher after her battle duty and also became the coach for the 
school's aero team. 
 
Wonkermo instructed all the planes in her group to circle clockwise around 
the small hover that was assigned to assist her.  There were fourteen 
students in this class.  Two were young tankers, three were communicators, 
four were attacker defenders like Etrs, three were scouts, and two were 
hovers.  As they circled Wonkermo examined each of her new challenges.  
She watched their basic flying abilities and assessed their basic 
communication skills.  Etrs was very nervous but soon found himself 
distracted by the two scout planes that flew side by side ahead of him.   
 
The one on the outside was light gray with brown trim on the edges of her 
wings and her extra fuel cells.  Her home group was near Etrs' home and he 
remembered several times when she had joined in neighborhood flying 
games.  Etrs had never seen the other plane before.  She was beautiful.  
Her colors were gold with bright red trim.  Her body was thin and her wings 
were firm.  The sun sparkled from her silver canopy and she looked like she 
could fly like the wing.  Wonkermo flew by and instructed her to fall back 
into a single line.  Etrs flew in a little closer and saw her name, "Volmey", 
flash on the instructor's panel.  Volmey, Etrs though this was a lovely name. 
 
Wonkermo began to explain many of the rules and regulations of the school.  
She described the various subjects that they would be studying which 
included communication, history, calculations, and flying.  Some of the 
subjects sounded interesting, however Etrs' concentration seemed to be 
repeatedly distracted by glimpses of Volmey as she disappeared and 
reappeared behind the center hover while she circled on the other side of 
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the class.  
 
"It is time for our first test" was the instruction that refocused Etrs' 
attention.  What kind of test would be appropriate for the first day?  
Wonkermo continued by saying that they were going to move to the aero 
course to take a flying test.   
 
The aero course was a large area to the north of the main hover.  An 
assembly of six small hovers created the course.  Various course layouts 
could be created when each hover would move to an assigned position.  
Wonkermo requested design number 3.  Four of the hovers created corners 
to a square with sides that were approximately 800 yards long.  The fifth 
and sixth hovers took positions approximately 400 yards above and below 
the center of the square created by the first four. 
 
"Assemble below the course" flashed Wonkermo.  The class moved 
approximately 400 yards below the bottom marker hover.  They placed 
their crafts into autopilot and began to circle.  All of the class members 
now had a perfect view the course above them.   "Nothing fancy, I just 
want to see your basic skills."  Each plane was instructed to take their turn.  
One by one they were to enter the course, fly a figure eight around the 
number one and three hovers, climb and loop over the top hover, dive below 
the bottom hover, and then fly a figure eight around hovers number two 
and four.  "Everyone understand?  OK lets get started.  Who wants to go 
first?" queried Wonkermo.   
 
No one wanted to volunteer.  After a short pause, Wonkermo picked one of 
the class members and instructed the rest of the class to follow in order.  
Volmey would fly fourth and Etrs would be the eleventh flyer. 
 
The first student was a young tanker.  He cautiously entered the course 
and began his run.  He moved slowly, but he proved to be a capable pilot.  He 
completed the first figure eight with two wide sweeping turns.  His engines 
groaned as the pilot pushed them to full throttle and his craft began to 
climb towards the top hover.  He flew over the top marker and dove toward 
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the bottom hover.  The large tanker pulled up just after passing the lower 
marker.  However, he soon realized that he was pointing in the wrong 
direction to begin a turn around marker two.  The tanker completed a wide 
left hand turn around the number one and two hovers, crossed his path in 
the middle of the square, and then completed the course with a right hand 
turn around marker four. 
 
"Nice try.  We will work on those dive turns.  Next flyer please" flashed 
Wonkermo.  A young hover and then a fighter plane followed the first 
contestant.  It was interesting to watch the maneuverability of the young 
hover.  She was able to move through the course very quickly.  She buzzed 
from one marker to the next making quick U-turns.  She then returned to 
the starting point where she danced around Wonkermo waiting for her 
approval.  The fighter plane was a little unsure of himself as he completed 
the first turn.  He miss-judged his height and almost collided with the high 
marker.  The marker realized the pilot's error and quickly dropped down to 
avoid a disaster.   
 
Volmey was the next student to face the challenge of this obstacle course.  
Etrs watched intently and he soon realized that Volmey was a very skillful 
pilot.  She entered the course with great confidence and completed a 
perfect left-hand bank turn around the first hover.  She remained on her 
left side until she reached the center point of the square where she 
instantly flipped 180 degrees on to her right side.   
 
Her second turn was as beautiful as the first and the sun flashed off her 
belly as she raised her nose and climbed toward the top hover.  She 
reached a safe height over the top marker, rolled on to her back, arched 
over the top, and began her dive.  She adjusted her course as she passed 
the center point, looped below the bottom marker, and continued on a 
perfect course towards the number two marker.  Two more graceful turns 
and she completed what Etrs thought looked like a perfect passage of the 
course. 
 
"Nice run" was the encouragement that she received from Wonkermo as 
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Volmey cruised by her.  Volmey returned to her position in the line, shifted 
her craft into autopilot, and once again began to circle below the course.    
Etrs and the rest of the class were very impressed.   
 
It would soon be Etrs' turn to enter the course.  What could he do that 
would be a dramatic demonstration of his great flying skills?  His mind 
wondered as the next several pilots challenged the course.  Some were 
better than others were; however, none appeared as perfect as Volmey.  
Etrs doubted that he could fly better than Volmey, but he soon had an idea 
that he thought would be equally impressive.   
 
He remembered a flying trick that he had seen Dinfre perform when they 
would play follow the leader with a group of young planes that were visiting 
from other home groups.  The move became know as the "Dinfre Trail".  
 
Every craft is equipped with an injector called an "oilup".  The purpose of 
this system was to lubricate the gear systems that drive the propeller.  
After many hours of level flight, the lubricating oil would drain from the 
gear systems into a holding pan at the bottom of the engine compartment.  
The oilup system included a pump and several nozzles at the top of the 
gearboxes.  There was a switch on the dash that would activate the pump.  
The pump forced fluid through the nozzles and basted the gears with 
lubricating oil.    
 
Etrs remembered the checklist of procedures that Mag would run him 
through each night as they formed up for the evening trek toward the 
White.  "Did you remember to oilup?"  "Once in the morning and once at 
night" was her constant reminder. 
 
During one of Dinfre's tinkering exercises, he accidentally knocked one of 
the oilup nozzles.  It disconnected and dropped over the engine.  Oil 
dripped on the hot engine and a trail of white smoke billowed from the belly 
of his craft.  Dinfre's eyes lit up with excitement and after some additional 
miner modifications he had created a system that would create the white 
smoke trail on his command each time he activated the oilup pump. 
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His pursuer would be right on his tail when Dinfre would pretend that he 
was unable to evade him.  The innocent victim would close in and insist that 
Dinfre admit defeat.  Dinfre would activate the oilup pump and the 
challenger would be lost in a cloud of white smoke.  Dinfre would speed 
away, make several quick turns, execute a loop, and look back at his victory 
symbol that was formed by the "Dinfre Trail" of smoke that followed his 
path. 
 
There were two students in front of him, so Etrs had little time to waste.   
He checked to make sure that his autopilot was holding course with the 
other crafts cruising below the aero course and then ducked his head below 
the front dash.  He opened the inside cover to the engine compartment and 
quickly made the adjustments that Dinfre had described to him.  He sank 
back into his pilot seat just as the student ahead of him entered the 
course.  A boastful smirk appeared on his face as he visualized his run. 
 
His plan was to begin with a flawless execution of the first figure eight.  
This would demonstrate his pilot skills.   He would activate the modified 
oilup pump at the moment he crossed the center mark and began his climb 
toward the top hover.  The Dinfre Trail would create four perfect loops as 
he soared over the top, crossed the center point, dove under the bottom, 
and performed the second figure eight around the number two and number 
four hovers.  The class would stare in amazement as the rings of clouds 
drifted towards the horizon.  Etrs would bask in the many accolades he 
would receive from Wonkermo, the other instructors, and Volmey. 
 
Time to pay attention.  The course cleared and Wonkermo signaled for the 
next student.  Etrs released his autopilot and observed that his knuckles 
turned white as he gripped the wheel in front of him.  He approached the 
course and accelerated to three-quarters throttle as he headed for hover 
number one.  At the desired moment he dropped his left wing and made a 
graceful left-hand bank turn around the first marker.  As he finished the 
turn, he applied full throttle and raced for the imaginary center of the 
square.   
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He rolled 180 degrees as he passed the center point and returned to three-
quarters throttle moments before he reached hover number three.  The 
second turn was as perfect as first.  His brow sweat as he applied full 
throttle and returned to the center.  "Now" he shouted to himself.  He 
pulled back on the yoke and his nose rose to align with the top hover.  The 
resulting g-force pressed him into the back of his seat.  Blood continued to 
drain from his head towards his feet as he pressed the oilup button. 
 
The next moments seemed to shift into slow motion as if it was part of the 
cruel torment required to make sure that the subsequent events would be 
burned deep into his memory forever.   The entire cockpit filled with white 
smoke within seconds of his pushing the button.  Etrs had made two fatal 
mistakes.  He did not realize that the inside cover to the engine 
compartment and the air vent at rear of the cockpit needed to be closed 
tightly.  The combined errors created a path of least resistance that drew 
all the smoke through his compartment.   
 
He was instantly partially blinded by the burning and watering in his eyes.  
His plane spiraled upward and was soon totally out of control.  He was 
thrown from side to side and grasped wildly for the autopilot control.  His 
hand found the control, but in his confusion he twisted the lever the wrong 
way.  The judgement error combined with an extra adrenaline rush resulted 
in terror as the control handle broke and dangled in his hand.  He dropped 
the handle and grabbed the wheel and yoke in front of him. 
 
His craft almost collided with the top hover.  Etrs pulled back on the 
throttle and the plane reversed direction and began a spiral dive toward 
the class assembled below.  The class broke formation and scattered in all 
directions in order to avoid the rouge plane.  Etrs was still blinded by the 
smoke and began to panic as his craft fell out of control towards the 
clouds.  Was this to be the end of his life?  Did he have time to put his 
parachute on?   He cried, "Mag, Zwie, HELP ME."    
 
Etrs struggled with the controls.  Nothing seemed to help.  The smoke 
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began to clear and he tried to refocus his vision.  This only added to his 
terror, as his first sight was the top of the clouds spinning directly in front 
of him.  
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Chapter 7 

Zwie peered out the side of his cockpit and watched the sun settle slowly 
behind the horizon.  He shuttered as the terror of Wing Drop haunted his 
mind.  It had been a long day.  The urgent message from Wonkermo 
resulted in an immediate rush to the school.  Mag was doing all she could to 
ease the pain.  However, he knew that she would not be successful without 
his help.  
 
There was no more that could be done that day at the school, so they 
decide to return home.  The head master provided some kind words.  
However, Zwie knew that he was trying to cover his true opinion, which was 
that Etrs was the only one responsible for the mishap.  Zwie nudged his 
throttle forward, and closed the gap between him and the two planes flying 
ahead of him. 
 
Mag was flying to the left of Etrs and there were many messages flashing 
between them.  Mag tried to get Etrs to settle down.  He was responding, 
"I will never go back to school!  You can not make me!  It would have been 
much better if I had just dove right into the clouds."  "Calm down, calm 
down.  You will get through this" was her steady solace.  However, nothing 
she said would cut through his hysteria. 
 
“You should be glad that you are safe and that no one was injured,” she 
continued.  “It is a good thing that I remembered to provide Wonkermo 
with the Net access codes to your autopilot.  If not, you would have 
spiraled into the clouds.”  Etrs did not know that each student's instructor 
was required to provide the school with the access codes for each student’s 
autopilot program as part of thier enrollment information.  Wonkermo had 
used Etrs’ code when she realized that Etrs had lost control of his craft. 
 
Etrs had blacked out before his craft pulled up and started to fly level a 
hundred feet above the clouds.  After a slow left turn his plane began to 
climb towards the class that had reassembled above.  All of the oil had 
burned from the side of his engine and the smoke soon cleared from the 
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cockpit.  Etrs regained consciousness and his vision continued to clear as 
the remaining students completed the aero course. 
 
Etrs remained in shock for the rest of the day.  The day seemed like it 
would never end.  There were several lectures by Wonkermo and the class 
viewed a video presentation about the history of the squadron on the large 
screen of the main hover. Etrs’ shame was augmented by the fact that 
Wonkermo would not release the controls back to Etrs until after school 
when Mag and Zwie arrived.  The final humiliation of the day occurred when 
the remainder of the class was dismissed and Etrs was required to remain 
until Wonkermo was able to discuss the day’s events with Mag and Zwie. 
 
Zwie moved into position to the right of Etrs.  Etrs immediately began to 
vent his emotions towards Zwie.  “You do not understand!   It was so 
humiliating.  I wish I was dead.”  There was a brief moment of silence, and 
then Zwie responded, “I understand.”  Etrs followed quickly with, “How 
could you understand?   It did not happen to you."  "How could you 
understand?” taunted Etrs. 
 
This was the moment Zwie had feared.   He knew what he had to say.  He 
paused for a moment, and Etrs thought that he had the last word.  Then 
Zwie began.  “We all get hurt.  It is hard to accept, but sometimes hurting 
makes you grow.  I do know how you feel.”  Zwie's fingers trembled as he 
typed, “It happened to me when I was young.  You may not believe it, but my 
pain was worse than yours is now.” 
 
Etrs was silent as Zwie tore the scab off a terrible wound that seemed to 
never heal.  Zwie was a young pilot many years ago.  He was bold and 
confident just like Etrs.  There were many days that Zwie would play with 
his friends.   One day a new young pilot came by and tried to join in with the 
games that Zwie and his buddies were playing.   
 
It was obvious that the new arrival was not a very skilled pilot.  He had 
trouble keeping up with the rest of the group, and was easily fooled by 
simple moves during follow the leader.  After a while, the older pilots began 
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poking fun at the easy target.  They teased him and called him names like 
“backward wing” and “wrong way propeller”.  Zwie did not think this was 
right.  But, it was easy to get caught up in the moment.  He was trying hard 
to fit in with the popular group so he reluctantly joined in. 
 
One of the tormentors decided that they were going to improve the 
performance of the visitor by forcing him through a gauntlet of attacks 
from the other planes.  The momentum of the mob joined this cause and all 
of the other planes, including Zwie, began a constant bombardment.   They 
would dive and cut off the victim forcing him to turn and dive.  They would 
chase him and corral him towards walls of other conspirators.  They would 
gang up in packs and fly cross patterns above and below the target.  These 
passes created turbulence that caused the young one to temporally lose 
control of his craft.  He pleaded with them to stop, however they were in a 
frenzy that took on a life of its own. 
 
A group of instructors were close by.   They saw what was happening and 
flashed many messages demanding that the cruel attack end.   “We are just 
having a little fun” was the brief response from one of the conspirators. 
 
The final challenge found Zwie pushing the exhausted innocent from the 
rear into a cross attack from three other planes coming at him from the 
front and sides.   Zwie was flashing “Come on slow poke.  Move those wings.”  
He was right on the young plane's tail, when the disaster occurred.  The 
bewildered plane’s engine stuttered for a moment due to the strain.  In an 
instant Zwie’s propeller chewed into the tail of the hopeless craft.    
 
The tail surfaces were no match for the spinning blades.  Zwie cut his 
throttle, but it was too late.  His plane was not damaged.  However, the 
victim was soon totally out of control and in a terrifying spin dive towards 
the clouds.  There was nothing that could be done as the astonished crowd 
witnessed the final moments of this pilot's life.   The left wing of the 
tattered craft broke away and a small white bubble could be seen just 
before all parts disappeared into the clouds. 
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It was the first time Zwie had witnessed Wing Drop.  He was stunned, and 
he was the cause of the event.  The Council decided that it was an accident.  
There was nothing else that could be done.  It was over.  Over for everyone 
except Zwie. 
 
“I had to make a decision.” Zwie told Etrs.  “Life had to go on.  It would 
never be the same, but it had to go on.   I hurt for a long time after that 
day.  I was and continue to be hounded by that pain.  It is easy to fall.  The 
test of a pilot is his or her ability to get up after the fall.”  
 
Etrs realized that there was nothing more that he could say.  The three 
travelers were silent for most of the remaining trip back to their home 
group.  They moved into formation and slipped into autopilot for the nightly 
journey towards the White.  This day was over.  Tomorrow would come very 
soon.  
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Chapter 8 

Etrs reluctantly agreed to return to school the next day.  There were many 
difficult moments when other students reminded him of his embarrassing 
performance during the first day.  However, he was surprised that there 
were many students who tried to cheer him and encouraged him much like 
Mag and Zwie had done the previous evening.  The days that followed 
turned into weeks and then months and Etrs actually began to enjoy coming 
to school. 
 
It is hard to believe, but he began to look forward to the class’ daily time 
on the aero course.  He loved to fly and Wonkermo seemed to have a never-
ending combination of course designs and programs to challenge his 
students.  Etrs learned many new flying maneuvers and even began to design 
new stunts that earned him compliments from other students and 
Wonkermo.   There was only one other student who challenged his 
dominance as the best pilot in his class.  This was Volmey.  She also 
continued to polish her skills, and a friendly rivalry developed between 
these two young aces.  Etrs grew to respect and admire her many talents. 
 
Etrs’ least favorite subject was communications.  He struggled with the 
spelling of words and the proper structure of sentences.  He was a slow 
reader and could never remember the complicated commends required to 
use the Net.  He struggled with this subject and greatly appreciated the 
extra help he would receive from Mag when he returned home each evening. 
 
Etrs did well in calculations and science.  However his favorite subject was 
history.  He loved the stores that would be told of great pilots who lead 
squadrons to victories over rivals.  There were many records of fierce air 
battles and the development of various governing formats.   
 
His studies supported many of the skills and ideas that Etrs had learned 
from Mag & Zwie.  His flying and communication abilities were built on the 
basic skills that he was taught at an early age.  His history lessons 
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confirmed that every plane experienced Wing Drop at sometime during 
their lives, and there were many records of the followers of the White. 
 
Etrs was surprised to learn that there were also many stories about those 
who do not believe in following the White and the need to attach their 
parachutes.  There were very few records of planes that believe it is 
appropriate to follow the Black.  Most believed that this was wrong.  
However, there were many that desired to follow other colors such as Red 
or Green.  There are squadrons who do choose to follow those and other 
colors.  There have been numerous debates within the Gelpoep council 
relating to the proper direction they should fly.  At this time, they were 
still committed to following the White. 
 
Etrs also learned that there are many other thoughts relating to the 
Builder and Wing Drop.  Some believe that the Builder never existed.  A 
popular belief is that planes developed over the past billion years.  
According to this theory, plans developed from rocks that began falling 
from the sky.  Most rocks fell directly into the clouds.  However, some by 
chance through a process called "Loti" developed wings.  These planes 
stayed in the air longer then others.  Over time, those planes with wings 
and tails were the survivors.  Recent Loti improvements included propellers 
and then pilots.  The process continues today, and some believers in the 
theory of Loti feel that some day planes will fly forever and never 
experience Wing Drop. 
 
Others believed that the Builder existed many years ago.  However, he 
disappeared and no longer is concerned about pilots and planes.  If there is 
no Builder, there is no reason to follow the White, and everyone should be 
able to go in any direction they desire. 
 
There are many opinions about Wing Drop.  Some say that all pilots fall to 
Land.  Others say that all good pilots who generally follow the White go to 
Land.  Some say that there is no Land or Water and they believe that pilots 
just disintegrate into nothing as they enter the cloud.  Others say that 
there are new planes waiting below the clouds.  During Wing Drop, pilots fall 
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through the clouds and into a new cockpit.  They remember nothing of the 
past and return to new squadrons where they learn to fly again. 
 
Still others believe that the Builder is or was a Pilot who learned how to fly 
so high that he reached a place called Ecaps.  In Ecaps there are large 
platforms created by enlightened pilots.  These platforms are large enough 
for planes to land on.  Pilots are free to get out of their planes and live an 
idyllic life with other pilots who have reached their level of skill. 
 
Etrs also heard many debates about the parachute.  Many believe that it is 
related to the bubble that appears when some pilots part from their planes 
during Wing Drop.  Some believe that the bubble appears for all pilots, and 
that those who are not held by the bubble before they enter the clouds 
connect with their bubbles below the clouds.  Others believe that the 
bubble appears for all that follow the White even if they do not put on 
their parachutes.   Still others believe that they can live their lives free of 
the restrictions of wearing the parachute and then put it on just prior to 
when Wing Drop occurs. 
 
Etrs was challenged by all these new ideas.  As he studied these other 
beliefs, he began to question some of the basic teaching from his early 
years. 
    
Etrs returned home one evening and pulled into his favorite slot between 
Mag and Zwie. The sun set and they began their nightly trek towards the 
White.  After a long period of silence, Etrs began by asking Zwie why he 
believed that following the White and wearing the parachute were truths 
and that the many other ideas he was learning about were not.   
 
Zwie pondered his question for a few moments and then began.  "There are 
two types of truths, 'provable truths' and 'truths that are not proven 
yet'.”  We can prove that gravity exists because we observe that all planes 
fall from the sky when their propellers stop.  This is a provable truth.”   
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“No one can prove that the parachute takes a pilot to Land.  However, I 
believe that this will become a proven truth when Wing Drop occurs.   The 
Manual includes passages that say this is so.  Many pilots say that because 
it is written is enough.  However, each day I live with my commitment draws 
me closer to the Builder and proves to me that this is truth.  I decided 
many years ago that I believed the teachings in the Manual.  I have never 
regretted my acceptance of the parachute and my commitment to put it on 
and attach the ripcord to the side of my plane.  I believe in following the 
White and, over my years I believe I have received comfort and direction 
from the radio.  I will never choose another course for my life.” 
 
Etrs responded, “How do you know the Builder hears everything you say into 
the radio.  I have spoken into the microphone.  All I ever hear are gurgling, 
swishing, and patter sounds from the speaker.” 
 
“It is hard to explain” continued Zwie.  “Over the years different sounds 
from the speaker have comforted me in times of need.  They have shown 
me direction by appearing at different times, and I believe that there have 
been soft words of encouragement coming from the speaker over my head 
during my times of greatest need.” 
 
“I love you Etrs.  Because I love you so, I must encourage you to wear your 
parachute and follow the White.  The Manual says that there is no other 
way to get to the Builder and Land other than by the parachute.  The 
Manual also says that we will not understand all things until we live with the 
Builder on Land.  We must have faith.”   
 
"You must make your own decision when you are ready.  I am very proud of 
you, and I am confident that you will believe what is right." 
 
Etrs turned to Mag and she flashed that she agreed with Zwie.  They flew 
together through the night.  When morning came, Wing Drop was still a 
mystery to Etrs.  However, Mag and Zwie's love for each other, the White, 
and Etrs was not. 
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Chapter 9 

Many events occurred during the days that followed.   They included: 
 

Etrs’ continued studies and development as a premier attack defender 
pilot. 
 
The formation of the Flyhigh aero team.   Etrs, Dinfre, and Maply 
decided to create a competition team and Etrs convinced the others 
that Volmey should be the fourth member.   
 
Etrs’ visit to the Ramkulew squadron whose council had decided to 
follow the Green instead of the White.  
 
Survival of a surprise attack from the Livars. 
 
Etrs' attempt to reach Ecaps. 
 
And, endless days of practice for the big aero championship event. 
 
 

These stories may be told when this teller finds more time between today 
and Christmas day. 
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Chapter 10 

The Flyhigh aero team was nearing the completion of their daily practice 
session when Etrs received an urgent message from Mag.  "Etrs I need 
you!" was flashed across his Net screen and Etrs realized that something 
had happened to Mag.  He signal his need to depart to his companions, 
banked shape to the left, and headed back towards Gelpoep.  He repeatedly 
tried to communicate with Mag and Zwie, however the only response he 
would receive was "Come quickly" from Mag.  Etrs pushed the throttle to 
the dash board and could feel his craft shudder slightly as it strained to 
satisfy the desire of its master.  After a few minutes that seemed like an 
endless eternity, Etrs could see the forerunners of the Gelpoep Squadron. 
 
Mag was flying slowly in a center cluster and was surrounded by many 
familiar companions.  An old friend who was flying immediately to Mag's 
right moved to the right.  Etrs soared over the pack pushed the yoke 
forward and turned quickly to the right.  After a nose down dive the craft 
flipped and leveled quickly.  He moved forward and eased into the slot that 
had been prepared for him next to Mag. 
 
Mag swayed right and flashed "Etrs, Etrs, my Etrs" repeatedly on her right 
panel.  "What has happen?"  "Where is Zwie?" flashed Etrs.  Mag delayed 
her response, and then displayed "Wing Drop".  A numbing chill immediately 
engulfed Etrs' body.  He trembled and struggled to hold steady in the 
formation.  This must be a dream.  Soon he realized that it was not.     
 
They flew for a long time and finally Etrs asked what had happened.  The 
story unfolded in bites and pieces and the resulting collage was burned into 
Etrs' memory for all time.  It appears that Zwie and two other instructors 
left early in the day to meet with the leaders of a nearby squadron.  After 
an hour of travel the team was surprised by an ambush from a group of 
Livars.  An air battle raged for almost 30 minutes.  It ended after two 
Livars fell into the clouds.  However, one of Zwie's companions was 
damaged in the battle and the two helped their friend limp back to Gelpoep. 
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Mag and Zwie were cruising together towards the White, and Zwie was 
pondering how to build the inner strength of several of the young converts.  
He was in the middle of a message when the right half of his tail fell away.  
He struggled for a few moments, but soon found himself in an 
uncontrollable spiral spin.  He must have been in terrible pain.  His message 
panels split from his sides, and his wings were ripped off.  His propeller 
stopped, and he was ejected from the cockpit. 
 
“Did the bubble appear?  Did it carry Zwie?” pleaded Etrs.  “Yes it did” 
responded Mag.  "It appeared just before he entered the cloud.  I am sure 
he floated safely to Land and is with the Builder" she continued. 
 
Etrs stayed with Mag for several days.  During those days, there were many 
friends and acquaintances that stopped by to express their appreciation 
for Zwie.  They told Mag and Etrs how Zwie had been so involved with 
helping others understand the White.  He believed in what he was doing and 
was confident that he could make a difference.   They also said that Zwie 
was so proud of Etrs.  He told them of all Etrs' accomplishments and 
boasted that he was sure the Flyhigh team would defeat Upwing in the 
upcoming championship event.  
 
Mag received many messages of encourages over the Net.  There were 
words of comfort from many of the members of Zwie's battle group, and 
there were numerous offers to help Mag in any way possible.  She was very 
pleased when she received a special message of condolence from the leader 
of Gelpoep Council who had been an old school pal of Zwie many years ago. 
 
The day came when Etrs needed to return to school to prepare for the 
championship aero competition.  Mag was sad to see him go, but she knew 
that it was time.  She assured him that all would be well.  As the sun began 
to rise, Etrs moved close to Mag and flashed his good bye.  He finished by 
sending "I love you".  Mag responded with "I love you too."  Etrs typed "I 
lov" and then his fingers froze over his keyboard.  His eyes began to blur 
and a tear rolled down his cheek.  He just realized that Zwie was not there 
to complete the familiar ritual.  
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Mag's discernment identified the problem and urged Etrs to continue by 
flashing "Its OK Etrs.  I can do both parts."  After a short pause Etrs 
continued "I love you three".  Mag responded "I love you four."  "Four 
what?" continued Etrs.  Mag quickly concluded with "Forever!" 
 
Etrs began a slow bank turn and was soon heading to join his friends for the 
flight to the aero course.  Etrs was silent for sometime while Dinfre and 
Malpy tried to cheer him up.  After a short time, Etrs began to participate 
as they discussed the finale of their program. 
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Chapter 11 

The days, weeks, and years that followed included many adventures.  These 
tales may also be told when more days exist between today and Christmas.  
They include: 
 

The final competition against the aero team from Upwing. 
 
Graduation from the Flyhigh school. 
 
Etrs' early career as a member of the Gelpoep guard. 
 
A reunion with a special friend. 
 
A Council debate and subsequent challenge by those who wished to 
follow the Red. 
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Chapter 12 

Many years passed and Etrs' greatest concern became Mag's failing health.  
He tried to visit her as often as possible.  However sometimes this was 
difficult because he was very busy with his numerous commitments.  During 
these visits, he noticed that Mag was not as attentive as in the past and 
that she did not always respond to his direct questions.  There were several 
times that Etrs noticed brief sputters in her engine, and there were many 
nights that she required a refueling from a tanker because her fuel cells 
did not hold the charging from the day as well as they did in earlier years. 
 
Just after dawn during one of Etrs' visits, Mag was having great difficulty 
keeping up with the pace of the squadron.  Etrs flew beside her and they 
allowed the others to move ahead.  Soon they were all alone and Mag 
confessed "I am very tired.  I have lived a long life and it is time for me to 
rest."  Etrs could not think of the right response before Mag continued.  
"My parachute is on.  I have attached the ripcord to the side of my plane, I 
have followed the White, and I long to be with Zwie and the Builder on 
Land." 
 
Etrs protested "You have many days of flight left before you.  I will help 
you and we will always be together."  She ignored his comments and flashed 
"Zwie was always so proud of you and I am sure he has enjoyed monitoring 
your progress from Land during these past years."  She paused for a 
moment and then flashed,  "I love you.  Zwie loves you too.  We three shall 
love each other forever."   
 
These were the last words to flash across Mag's panels.  There were 
several faint flickers of illegible characters that followed as Mag slowly 
drifted downwards.  Her left display panel broke away and within a few 
moments the right panel separated and appeared to chase after its 
companion as they disappeared into the clouds.  Etrs typed furiously on the 
keyboard for his display panels and sent numerous messages to Mag's 
address on the Net.  He received no responses. 
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There were several sputters from Mag's engine and a trail of gray smoke 
drifted behind her.  Her propeller stopped for a brief moment and then 
restarted.  She tried to lighten her load by dropping her extra full cells.  
This seemed to help and she was able to climb again for a few moments.  
She rose toward Etrs.  There was a stutter, as her propeller appeared to 
grasp for a few last revolutions.  Then her propeller stopped and her nose 
dropped toward the clouds.  She drifted into a slow spiral and was ejected 
from the cockpit just before the craft entered the clouds.  The white 
bubble appeared and soon Mag was gone. 
 
Etrs felt that same numbing cold that he felt the first time he learned of 
Zwie's Wing Drop.  For the first time in his remembrance he truly felt 
alone.  After a few moments that felt like an eternity Etrs' numbness 
turned into rage.  He pushed the throttle to its max and dropped into a 
vertical power dive.  He pulled up just before he entered the clouds and 
was pressed deep into his seat by the resulting g-force.  He grabbed the 
microphone and screamed "Why? Why? Why?   Why did Mag have to leave 
me?" 
 
He pulled the yolk close to him and continued at full throttle.  Now is the 
time I must reach Ecaps and find the answer.  He pointed his plane towards 
the sun and pushed the throttle towards the dashboard.  His engine 
strained at full power and he climbed as fast and far as he could.  Once 
again the light blue sky darkened slightly as he rose higher and higher.  But 
once again he and his trusty craft could not endure the climb and he flipped 
the plane over and spiraled downward. 
 
Etrs leveled off and listfully swayed and rolled through the sky for what 
must have been hours.  He held the mike in his hand and once again asked 
"Why am I alone?"  But the only sound that came from the speaker was the 
continual babble, patter, and whir.  It was a comforting sound but the rage 
still boiled within him.  He wandered for many hours.  He felt like he had no 
place to go. 
 
The sun began to set on the western horizon.  Soon the familiar spectrum 
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of colors appeared all around him.  Which way should he go?  What 
difference did it make anymore?    
 
He remembered his friends and the many missions they had flown together.  
He sent messages on the Net, and soon Dinfre, Maply, and Volmey 
responded that they were coming to meet him as fast as they could fly. 
 
He remembered the last messages he had received from Zwie, "I am so 
proud of you",  "I love you",  "Believe".  As he pondered his course he 
reached behind him and tightened the straps that held his parachute close 
to his body.  He made sure that the ripcord was secured to the side of his 
plane.  He heard the gentle purr of his propeller and began to relax as he 
listened to the gentle babble and patters that came from the speaker 
above his head.   
 
He gazed at the horizon and pondered why he was left alone.  Suddenly his 
eyes opened wide, his heart began to race, his mouth dropped, and he drew 
in a quick breath.  He could not believe his ears.  He had just heard three 
words whispered from the speaker above his head.   
 
Those words were "I love you." 






